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Introduction 
The Wine History Pavilion Project is a continuing endeavor of Cal Poly students working on an 
exhibitive, traveling structure for the San Luis Obispo community. The project started during 
the 2019 Fall Quarter in the interdisciplinary Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) Studio and has 
progressed to the detailed design stage for its eventual fabrication and installation. This report 
discusses the detailed design stage that 4th year Architectural Engineering student, Douglas 
McArthur, worked on.  
Project Partners 
Wine History Project of San Luis Obispo County 
The Wine History Project is a local organization who were the main sponsors of the project. 
Their goal is to document and preserve the unique wine and food history of San Luis Obispo 
County. The group, made up of historians and museum professionals, study the land, 
microclimates, grape varietals, growers and winemakers who have shaped the local wine 
history of SLO county.  
Taylor and Syfan Consulting Engineers 
Taylor and Syfan is a local structural engineering firm in San Luis Obispo and were the 
professional advisors of the project. Joel Neal and Michelle McCovey-Good had previous 
experience with temporarily installed structures and offered their structural engineering advice 
and judgment to help solve problems, develop the construction process, and review structural 
drawings and assembly plans.  
Cal Poly Construction Management Department 
The detailed design phase of the project was in collaboration with Kyle Bresnahan, a 3rd year 
Construction Management student. Greg Starzyk, a professor in the Construction Management 
department, was the project advisor who has been involved with the project from the start and 
continues to lead it to fruition. He also is working with the college and industry members to 
raise money for the construction costs of the pavilion. 
 
Background Information 
As mentioned previously, the project originated in the Fall of 2019 as the focus of an 
interdisciplinary design studio in Cal Poly’s College of Architecture and Environmental Design 
(CAED). The Wine History Project of SLO County had approached the CAED and wanted to work 
in conjunction to develop a pavilion to exhibit the research and collections of the organization.  
 
The IPD studio made up of multiple teams of students including Architecture, Architectural 
Engineering, and Construction Management majors were tasked with designing and developing 
this pavilion. After ten weeks all the teams submitted design proposals including drawings, 
mockups, and models to present a panel of judges. A winning design was chosen which would 
be further developed to be fabricated and installed.  
 
The Wine History Pavilion was intended for the display of wine-related historical artifacts by the 
Wine History Project. It needed to accommodate various exhibits of differing size and 
organization. The pavilion also needed to provide protection from the elements to both the 
visitors and exhibits housed within. A major consideration for the pavilion was the need to 
easily disassemble, transport, and reassemble it for relocation to other sites. For this reason, 
the design emphasizes ease of assembly, lightweight construction, and the minimizing of long-
term impacts to the site. 
 
Project Parameters 
The project parameters consisted of an approximately 400 square feet pavilion that allowed 
room for exhibits and visitors to circulate in. It could be made of any materials and need only to 
be easily transportable. The pavilion was originally planned to be first installed at the local 
Saucelito Canyon tasting room and then relocated to other sites.  
Winning Design 
Out of the eight proposals, the design 
named “FLOW” was chosen to move 
forward and be constructed. The team 
consisted of two Architecture majors, 
Isha Sharma and Khanh Nguyen, two 
Construction Management majors, 
Anthony Cumpian and Antonio Rosales, 
and one Architectural Engineering major, 
Isaac Cameron.  
They developed a twenty-foot square 
pavilion made of all aluminum structural members. The roof was hyperbolic paraboloid shaped 
and supported by short truss-columns in opposite corners and slender vertical columns in the 
other corners. Clear, polycarbonate sheets covered the roof and protected the shelves and 
hanging displays within the structure.  
Figure 1. FLOW Rendering by Isha Sharma and Khanh Nguyen 
Figure 2. FLOW Rendering by Isha Sharma and Khanh Nguyen 
The proposal was chosen for its openness of design 
and adaptability. They planned that the roof could 
be split into multiple pieces, put together on the 
ground, lifted to its correct height with jacks and 
then install the columns to support it.  
 
The final deliverables consisted of renderings, 
diagrams, a rhino model, and an initial set of 
structural calculations. These calculations  
covered the design of the aluminum structural 
members, a few connections, and an initial 
foundation design. For the full set of previous 
calculations see Isaac Cameron’s project 
submission in Digital Commons with the URL: 
https://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/arcesp/106 .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Project Goals and Design 
After the initial design was chosen, the next steps to move forward were to work on the 
detailed design of the Pavilion. More investigation needed to be done in order for the structure 
to actually be fabricated and constructed. A successful full-scale mockup had been made which 
Figure 4. Proposed Construction Sequence by Anthony Cumpian and Antonio Rosales 
Figure 3. Blown Up Axonometric by Isha 
Sharma and Khanh Nguyen 
became the basis for the structural connections and other details. Much time was also spent 
understanding the original design and the intent of the students who developed it. 
From the original structural design, a couple 
aspects were pointed out that needed to be 
looked into including the foundations, 
assembly and disassembly plans and the 
connections that were needed for the 
assembly and disassembly. The foundations 
were previously overdesigned with a combined 
penetrator and tensile anchor system that 
were not thought to be effective in 
construction. The new design used the 
penetrators as well but were placed in conjunction with overlapping anchor and base plates to 
allow for much greater construction tolerances. The tolerances were a big concern from a 
construction perspective and so this design hopefully relieved that issue. After a good review of 
the initial foundation design, it was also noticed that the wind loading was much too 
conservative as well. The wind loading was redone taking into account the more openness of 
the structure. After the SAP analysis model was adjusted, it resulted in reduced lateral and 
uplift loads on the foundations.  
Another aspect which took up many discussions between the student designers was the 
assembly and disassembly process. This was the main point of investigation for Kyle, the CM 
student, but also required a lot of collaboration with Doug on the structural engineering side 
and Greg, the project advisor. Many assembly scenarios were reviewed including using wall 
jacks, shoring systems, collapsible mechanisms, and hydraulic jacks. The roof structure was 
divided into seven, prefabricated segments which would be connected on the ground to form 
the full roof structure. These components were designed to each be around two hundred 
pounds so they could be easily managed by a few people. This became the basis when figuring 
Figure 5. Truss Column Foundation Detail 
out how many and what type of structural connections were needed. In places where two 
segments would share one, two-inch wide rectangular beams, the section was divided into two, 
one-inch wide rectangular sections. These sections would then be bolted together along their 
length to form the complete roof. This was also planned to better accommodate the fastening 
and sealing of the roof sheathing, 
however that architectural detail was 
not developed as the roofing material 
was not yet decided. 
 
The final assembly process planned to use manual or hydraulic roof jacks on each side of the 
structure. The placement of each roof jack would be at the third point on each side, either on 
the high or low end to maximize the cantilever action. This would provide more stability during 
the roof lift and decrease the use of additional shoring and other equipment. 
 
After a few weeks of working on the project, there were also a few other aspects that were 
found to be looked into. This included the temporary nature of the pavilion and the structural 
considerations required by the code. After much research, there was not found to be many 
regulations governing these temporary structures. It was determined that a lateral earthquake 
loading analysis was not needed. The engineers at Taylor and Syfan confirmed that stamped 
drawings submitted to the local jurisdiction were not needed. The project team however still 
wanted to comply with as many regulations as possible as a conventional structure would face. 
One part where this was addressed was the accessibility of the structure.  The design was 
changed so the low corners were chamfered to further the setback and raise the corner 
elevation to not be as protruding.  
 
One other large aspect that needed to be addressed was the lack of drawings for the structure. 
There only existed a few diagrammatic drawings and sketches to explain the construction of the 
pavilion. This became the main goal of this stage of the project, to develop a set of structural 
drawings and assembly instructions to accompany them. A foundation plan, framing plan, 
Figure 6. Framing Plan Projection 
elevations, and details were drafted in Revit to reflect the original design and the new changes. 
These drawings were important to convey the actual structure and type of members used and 
other design criteria. There were still many questions about the eventual fabrication and 
construction of the pavilion and so these drawings would act as a good information tool for the 
team working on the project in the future. 
 
Challenges 
This project was a very exciting opportunity to develop a student-designed structure and 
construct it for a real client. There were however many challenges that came along and most 
stemmed from the disconnect between the original group of designers and the current group 
working on the project. As mentioned before, the initial design was completed in a studio class 
and so after the class ended none of the students involved continued on the project. This was 
difficult as we only had some drawings, calculations, and a 3D model to go off of. Greg, the 
Project Advisor, was the only person who had been involved previously. 
 
This disconnect resulted in a lot of effort trying to reconcile and understand the design. Many 
hours were spent between Kyle and I trying to settle on consistent angles, geometries, and 
other details not made clear in the initial design. We had to make these decisions ourselves 
while trying to stick with the original, winning proposal as much as possible. We also did not 
have any interaction with the project client, the Wine History Project, and so we had to act as 
architects for many decisions which was challenging but it was also a great learning 
opportunity.  
 
Other challenges also came in the structural design during this phase. As mentioned previously 
there were questions of what was required for this temporary structure to be built to satisfy all 
rules and regulations. These were partially answered by the outside engineers, but many things 
still seemed to fall in a gray area. However, my faculty advisor, John Lawson, was a good help in 
determining what kind of questions needed to be asked and then figuring out a solution if I 
could not find an answer. The structural design of aluminum was also interesting and a bit of a 
challenge as most students only have experience with steel design. While there are similarities 
between the two, aluminum still acts differently as a material especially when it comes to 
deflections. Luckily deflections did not become a governing issue as the structure does not have 
to carry large loads. I was able to use the original structural calculations completed by Isaac 
Cameron as a basis for any other details that needed to be designed and maintain a consistent 
design philosophy.  
 
Project Future 
The COVID-19 pandemic had a large impact of the future of the project and leaves many things 
in question. Mainly, funding is not yet secured for the project which will delay fabrication until 
the estimated costs are fully donated. The original goal was to have Cal Poly students fabricate 
and build the structure to be installed at Saucelito Canyon in June 2020. The project is currently 
on an indefinite hold until the safety of construction can be fully considered.  
 
There are also other future aspects to consider that were not related to COVID-19. One, being 
the site considerations of the project. Many assumptions were made throughout the design of 
the pavilion as the site was subject to change. More aspects may need to be addressed before 
construction starts such an confirming the soil type, levelness of the site, and topography which 
may affect the wind loading. There were also many assumptions made in the development of 
the installation process. The actual requirements of construction need to be further explored to 
determine required amount of labor, tools and supplies, and the level of skill needed for each 
assembly and disassembly of the structure.  
Project Impacts 
As with all projects there are many impacts stemming from global, cultural, social, 
environmental, and economic issues. 
Global Impact 
This project was very focused on the local community; however, it reflects the global view of 
San Luis Obispo County. The pavilion provides another avenue for SLO county to showcase its 
extensive and successful wine industry to the whole world. Many people from all over the 
country and abroad come to SLO county to experience the wine and viticulture found here. San 
Luis Obispo is in a great location that is easily accessible to people who travel to California 
through the two major hubs, Los Angeles and San Francisco. The pavilion will be a great tool to 
further educate people on the subject of winemaking. The project may also have a global 
impact depending on where materials are sourced from. 
Cultural Impact 
The pavilion will help to preserve the rich culture of agriculture and viticulture found on the 
central coast of California. People who visit the wineries for wine tasting and other activities 
will be able to learn more about the winemaking process and how it has developed over the 
years. Many of the artifacts that the Wine History Project owns will be showcased in the 
pavilion as a physical representation of the culture found in SLO county. This is important as the 
pavilion provides a physical space for these ideas and processes to be explored and understood 
by all people. The pavilion will also be accessible to all people, even those underage, which will 
allow for more people to become interested in viticulture and winemaking industries. It opens 
up the door for possible collaboration with Cal Poly’s own wine and viticulture program to 
inspire the next generation of growers and winemakers. 
Social Impact 
As a gathering space, the pavilion will allow for much social interaction to take place. The 
pavilion could possibly be staffed by Wine History Project Representatives who could provide 
much more context for the artifacts and information in the exhibits. Tourists and others will be 
able to become more curious about winemaking and it could inform their experiences as they 
explore the other parts of SLO county. Since the pavilion is designed to be transportable, it 
could be placed at specific wineries to highlight their own work or boost the visits at others. The 
pavilion could help visitors discover more diverse wineries and showcase the variety that can be 
found. The pavilion could also boost the reputations of the Wine History Project and Cal Poly, 
especially the College of Architecture and Environmental Design.  
Environmental Impact 
Throughout the design one of the main goals was to reduce the impact on the site. Besides 
drilling penetrators into the ground, there will not be many other impacts to the site. The 
pavilion will be located at wineries that are already highly visited so there will not be 
disturbance to other sites. While the pavilion will be visited by people already visiting the 
wineries, there will also be people who travel just to visit the pavilion. This could result in 
increased car use as people drive to see the exhibit and create more congestion. On the 
building side of things, there are not many impacts besides the raw materials used to construct 
the pavilion. Aluminum is a lightweight, strong, and highly recyclable material that will be 
durable for the projects lifetime and then able to be deconstructed and reused for new 
projects. The largest impact comes from the manufacturing of the aluminum members and 
depends whether it is sourced locally or not. The structure has no lighting, water, or other 
mechanical systems and will not have much environmental impact after its initial construction. 
Economic Impact 
There will be considerable financial costs to build and install the structure. These still need to 
be determined as the future of the project becomes more predictable. In addition, the costs of 
each installation need to be determined as well as the responsible party paying for each time 
the pavilion moves. The pavilion could provide an economic benefit to San Luis Obispo county 
by an increase in visitors to the winery where it is located. This could benefit the local wine 
industry but also the Wine History Project and Cal Poly as people learn about their collaboration 
on the project.  
Conclusion 
Overall, this project has greatly developed the originals goals set in the IPD studio in the Fall of 
2019. The collaboration between the Wine History Project and the CAED on an actual structure 
to contribute to the winemaking culture of San Luis Obispo was of great importance. There 
were many news articles written and a lot of excitement created as this project started and 
progressed. The Wine History Pavilion has a lot of potential to be a great addition to San Luis 
Obispo county and I am happy to be a part of that progress. While there are many steps still 
necessary to build the pavilion, the work that has been done in the detailed design stage has 
definitely allowed this project to be further expanded upon. 
 
Personal Reflection 
I was really excited to join this project as I was looking for an opportunity to work with people 
outside of my major on a senior project that had a real impact. I learned a lot during the few 
months that I have been involved and I am happy with the progress that has been made. As 
mentioned previously, there were many challenges throughout the project, and some were 
made even more exacerbated by the impacts of COVID-19.  
During this stage in the project, I got to work with Kyle Bresnahan, a construction management 
major. This was really helpful as he was focused on the constructability of the pavilion which 
greatly informed the structural design. This project was unique as the construction process was 
intricately connected to the design of the structure. Oftentimes the structural engineer leaves 
the actual means of methods of construction up to the contractor, however this project 
required collaboration of both parties. Kyle and I worked well together, and I enjoyed being 
able to explain the structure to him as well and why some decisions were made in that regard. 
On a scale of 0 to 5, I think our success of working on a team together was a 4.  
Despite many challenges and communication issues, I am still hopeful for the future of the 
project. I think as it progresses other ARCE students will need to continue to be involved to 
make sure the installation process is effective and collaborate with construction management 
students building it. I look forward to the day when the pavilion is finally built and able to 
showcase the history of San Luis Obispo.  
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SAP 2000 Analysis Model
Joint Labels
Frame Labels
Wind Loading (Uplift)
Wind Loading (Downdraft)
Foundation Forces (ASD)
Foundation Forces (LRFD)
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